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bstract

Transitive inference has long been considered one of the hallmarks of human deductive reasoning. Recent reports of transitive-like behaviors in
on-human animals have prompted a flourishing empirical and theoretical search for the mechanism(s) that may mediate this ability in non-humans.
n this paper, I begin by describing the transitive inference tasks customarily used with non-human animals and then review the empirical findings.
ransitive inference has been demonstrated in a wide variety of species, and the signature effects that usually accompany transitive inference

n humans (the serial position effect and the symbolic distance effect) have also been found in non-humans. I then critically analyze the most
rominent models of this ability in non-human animals. Some models are cognitive, proposing for instance that animals use the rules of formal
ogic or form mental representations of the premises to solve the task, others are based on associative mechanisms such as value transfer and

einforcement and non-reinforcement. Overall, I argue that the reinforcement-based models are in a much better empirical and theoretical position.
ence, transitive inference in non-human animals should be considered a property of reinforcement history rather than of inferential processes. I
nalize by shedding some light on some promising lines of research.
2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

For thousands of years, the transitive inference (TI) prob-
em has been one of the hallmarks of human logical deductive
easoning. This task, known to the ancient Greeks, and actually
ne the milestones of Aristotelian logic, was first introduced into
odern psychology by Burt (1911, 1919a,b) in order to evalu-

te the reasoning abilities of young children. Similarly, Piaget
1928) became interested in syllogisms as a means to understand
he development of basic cognitive abilities.

As an illustration, suppose you are given the following propo-
itions: “David is taller than John” and “John is taller than Peter”.
fterwards, you are asked “Who is taller, David or Peter?” The

nswer to this question is quite obvious despite the fact that this
nformation was not directly presented. This simple task is a

erbal instantiation of the TI task and the verbal report “David”
in the case above) is evidence for the TI ability. Although
ost human adults readily solve such syllogisms, the ability
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f children and non-human animals to solve this kind of prob-
em was, and in some instances still is, questioned. For example,
n Piaget’s view (1928, 1955, 1970), the TI competence emerges
nly with the concrete operational stage, which presumably pre-
ludes children younger than about 7 years old from a correct
esolution of these tasks. Implicit in this position is the assump-
ion that only after the acquisition of the rules of logic will a
hild correctly solve such syllogisms.

Formally, TI can be defined as a form of reasoning in
hich, given preliminary information (the premises), the subject
educes a logical conclusion. In general, a relation R between
ny two objects “a” and “c”, aRc, is said to be transitive if, given
Rb and bRc, it follows that aRc. In a word, the ordinal relation
etween two elements must be inferred from premises that estab-
ish the relations of those two elements to a third (e.g., Halford,
984). Given this definition, it should come as no surprise that
I has long been regarded as a hallmark of human cognitive
bilities. Its apparent reliance on the rules of formal logic and

ts usual verbal implementation helped foster this somewhat
nthropomorphic position.

It was in this long-established environment in which rea-
oning was seen as a general ability to correctly manipulate

mailto:marcov@psych.purdue.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.beproc.2008.02.017
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task involves five different stimuli. Fig. 1 presents a schematic
of the task.

Each pair represents a simultaneous discrimination in which
one of the stimuli is reinforced (+) and the other is not (−).
14 M. Vasconcelos / Behaviour

ropositions according to the rules of logic that the question of
hether non-human animals are able to correctly solve TI tasks
as first raised. Needless to say, the question itself was at odds
ith the dominant theoretical standards. This scenario, how-

ver, was dramatically changed by a seminal paper by Bryant
nd Trabasso (1971). Using a semi-verbal instantiation of the
I task, they showed that failures of TI performance in young
hildren reflected deficits of memory rather than deficits of logic
r of any heuristic. Children were trained with pairs of rods of
arying lengths and color, although only color was informative
the same length was visible for all rods). On each trial, chil-
ren were presented with a pair or rods: A and B, B and C, C
nd D, or D and E and were asked which one was bigger or
maller. For example, red might be bigger than blue, blue might
e bigger than green, and so forth. After learning the premises
n a trial-and-error basis, children faced critical tests in which B
nd D were presented. The finding was that when children were
ested only after they had clearly memorized the premises, they
ere indeed capable of TI, including the youngest, 4-year-olds

see also Riley and Trabasso, 1974). The ability to solve such
yllogisms previous to the development of the cognitive abil-
ties thought to sustain such performance strongly suggested
hat TI might be based on simpler mechanisms than previously
cknowledged. Since then, the logical account fell out of favor
nd most research seems to support a mental model approach
n humans (e.g., Byrne and Johnson-Laird, 1989; Carreiras and
antamaria, 1997; for details, see Section 4.1. below). Impor-

antly, the door for the provocative hypothesis that non-human
nimals might be capable of TI was opened.

Since Bryant and Trabasso’s (1971) paper, evidence for TI in
variety of species has steadily accumulated. The first to demon-
trate TI in non-humans were McGonigle and Chalmers (1977)
ith squirrel monkeys, but after their demonstration many others

ollowed: Boysen et al. (1993) and Gillan (1981) with chim-
anzees; Buckmaster et al. (2004), McGonigle and Chalmers
1977, 1992), Rapp et al. (1996), and Treichler and Van Tilburg
1996) with monkeys; Davis (1992b), Dusek and Eichenbaum
1997), Roberts and Phelps (1994), and Van Elzakker et al.
2003) with rats; Lazareva and Wasserman (2006), Siemann et
l. (1996b), Steirn et al. (1995), von Fersen et al. (1991), Weaver
t al. (1997), and Wynne (1997) with pigeons; Bond et al. (2003),
nd Paz-y-Miño et al. (2004) with pinyon jays; Bond et al. (2003)
ith scrub-jays; Lazareva et al. (2004) with hooded crows; and
rosenick et al. (2007) with fish (Astatotilapia burtoni).
The ability of non-human animals to solve transitive syllo-

isms may have an important adaptive value (e.g., Wynne, 1995).
ank estimation in social animals provide a good example (e.g.,
heney and Seyfarth, 1986, 1990). In species in which domi-
ance is not evident from physical traits, an animal incapable of
I would face a combinatorial explosion from having to engage

n potentially dangerous interactions with every single member
f the group. For example, if three items have to be ranked, the
hree possible pairs have to be experienced; if six items have to

e ranked, the 15 possible pairs have to be experienced, and so
orth.

Suppose a new member joins a social group. One way to
stimate rank is for each member of the group to interact with
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he newcomer. A more economical strategy would be to observe
he newcomer’s interactions with some members of the group
nd, based on the previous knowledge of the existing members’
ank, estimate the relative rank of the newcomer (von Fersen et
l., 1991). Field observations suggest this is indeed the case (e.g.,
ltmman, 1962) and laboratory studies seem to corroborate such

n assertion. For example, Paz-y-Miño et al. (2004) showed such
n effect with pinyon jays (for examples with fish and hens, see
rosenick et al., 2007; and Hogue et al., 1996, respectively).
urthermore, the less social but closely related western scrub

ays exhibit less transitive behavior (Bond et al., 2003). Whether
r not this ability depends on the complexity of the animals’
ocial system is still uncertain, despite suppositions that such
omplexity might have driven the evolution of several cognitive
bilities (e.g., Jolly, 1966; Kummer et al., 1997; Paz-y-Miño et
l., 2004; Shettleworth, 2004).

In this paper, I review and analyze TI data in non-human ani-
als, focusing on the proximal mechanisms proposed to explain

his ability. I start by describing the tasks customarily used in TI
tudies with non-human animals, followed by the typical empir-
cal findings. I analyze the results obtained with these tasks,
ocusing not only on the TI test itself but also on some interest-
ng effects observed during training. Next, the models that have
een proposed to explain TI in non-human animals are presented
nd analyzed. Of particular interest is the fit between the pre-
ictions of each model and the empirical findings, but careful
ttention will also be given to the models’ theoretical robustness.
end by shedding some light on what seem to be promising lines
f research.

. The transitive inference tasks

Most research on TI in non-human animals has used the so-
alled n-term series task. This task consists of the presentation
f successive pairs of stimuli. Originally developed for children
y Bryant and Trabasso (1971), it was modified into a fully non-
erbal version by McGonigle and Chalmers (1977) in a well-
nown study with squirrel monkeys. In its simplest form, the
ig. 1. Schematic of the n-term series task. Each pair represents a simulta-
eous discrimination; (+) reinforced choice; (−) non-reinforced choice. Left
anel: Simultaneous discriminations presented during training. Right panel:
imultaneous discrimination presented during testing.
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epending on species, the stimuli are typically either visual
r olfactory. They are also arbitrarily assigned, and customar-
ly labeled from A through E for ease of presentation. In this
xample, five stimuli are involved, so this is a 5-term series
ask. Note, also, that the stimuli for each discrimination par-
ially overlap, and that the stimuli B, C, and D are reinforced
hen presented in one discrimination and non-reinforced when
resented in the other. Supposedly, this training creates the lin-
ar order A > B > C > D > E. In testing, B vs. D is presented.1

his discrimination was never presented during training. Given
hat both B and D were reinforced in one discrimination and
on-reinforced in another (viz., both were partially reinforced),
hoice of stimulus B suggests the animals have performed a
I-like operation.

An important procedural restriction is that at least five stimuli
ust be used. Only in this way will the test pair be composed

f non-adjacent stimuli and not include one of the end-anchor
timuli (A and E). In the example above, any test composed of A
s. C, A vs. D, A vs. E, C vs. E, or B vs. E is uninformative because
ach of these discriminations contains a stimulus that was either
lways reinforced (A) or always non-reinforced (E). In any such
est, A would be preferred and E would be avoided because
f their direct reinforcement history. Naturally, increasing the
eries length allows us to test more than one pair of stimuli.
f, for example, six stimuli were used (a 6-term series) three
ifferent test pairs would be possible: B vs. D, B vs. E, and C vs.
.

This relatively simple task has been implemented in a vari-
ty of different ways. Most research has used what I call
ntermixed training in which all discriminations are trained con-
urrently (e.g., Boysen et al., 1993; Buckmaster et al., 2004;
usek and Eichenbaum, 1997; Gillan, 1981; Higa and Staddon,
993; Lazareva et al., 2004; Lazareva and Wasserman, 2006;
cGonigle and Chalmers, 1977, 1992; Rapp et al., 1996;
oberts and Phelps, 1994; Siemann et al., 1996b; Treichler
nd Van Tilburg, 1996; Van Elzakker et al., 2003; von Fersen
t al., 1991; Wynne, 1997). Alternatively, some studies have
sed sequential training in which each discrimination is trained
y itself to criterion, usually 90% correct or above (Benard
nd Giurfa, 2004; Davis, 1992b; Steirn et al., 1995; Weaver
t al., 1997). These two procedures typically require quite
ifferent amounts of training: With intermixed training more
xtended training is needed, and is not uncommon for animals
o be dropped from these studies due to persistent difficulties
uring acquisition (whether or not transitive performances fol-
owing these two different training regimens emerge from the
ame underlying mechanism(s), I leave to a forthcoming sec-
ion). Actually, most studies using intermixed training include

phase in which animals are initially exposed to sequential
raining in order to speed-up training. In what follows, stud-

es are classified as involving intermixed training when all
remises were concurrently trained to a high level of accuracy
n the phase immediately before testing (i.e., independently of

1 In some rare instances, researchers have used triadic tests by presenting, for
xample, B vs. C vs. D.
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hether or not premises were sequentially trained in preceding
hases).

Intermixed and sequential training entail different testing
rocedures, too. Typically, with intermixed training, infrequent
robe (test) trials are interspersed among regular training trials
nd testing is usually conducted over several sessions. Sequen-
ial training, on the other hand, “forces” test sessions to include
nly test trials because the animal never experienced more than
ne trial type per session during training. Furthermore, because
he test trials are non-differentially reinforced following sequen-
ial training (in order not to induce a preference during test itself)
nly a small number (20–30) of trials are included in preference
nalyses.

Despite these testing drawbacks, sequential training permits
nother interesting independent variable to be manipulated: The
irection of the series. Training can proceed in a forward (i.e.,
+B−, B+C−, C+D−, D+E−) or backward direction (i.e.,
−B+, B−C+, C−D+, D−E+), allegedly resulting in opposite

inear orders.
Another training variation is whether or not feedback other

han reinforcement vs. non-reinforcement is provided after each
hoice (see Lazareva et al., 2004; Lazareva and Wasserman,
006). When this additional feedback is used, each stimulus
from A to E, when a 5-term series is used) is associated with
ome post-choice feedback stimulus of progressively smaller or
igger size (for example, five circles of different diameters might
e used). After a choice has been made on a particular trial (e.g.,
vs. B), the corresponding pair of post-choice feedback stimuli

s presented for a fixed amount of time. For instance, a big circle
ight be presented at the location where A was presented and a

omewhat smaller circle at the location where B was presented
nd similarly for the other premise pairs. This procedure was
eveloped to test a particular theoretical approach (to which I
ill return later) but it also successfully avoids an important

riticism of the n-term series task—the trained relations are not
ransitive.

To illustrate the argument, suppose you were given the fol-
owing premises: “John likes Jessica” and “Jessica likes David”.
oes it follow that John likes David? Obviously not. Consider
ow a simple 3-term series task as it would be used with ani-
als: “A is reinforced, B is not”, “B is reinforced, C is not”.
oes is follow that A is reinforced and C is not if they were to

ppear together? The core question here is the nature of the rela-
ionship being trained. In order to be transitive, a relation must
ave an underlying scale, and reinforcement does not possess a
cale (for a detailed account, see Markovits and Dumas, 1992).
onetheless, the foregoing argument is somewhat silenced if we

arefully analyze the meaning of a transitive-like conclusion in
uch a task. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that the subject
oes conclude that “John likes David” or that “A is reinforced
nd C is not”. What does this imply? One possibility is that
he subject did not detect the non-transitive nature of the rela-
ion and solved the task using the same process(es) that underlie

I when the relation is in fact transitive (Wynne et al., 1992).

n other words, the inference may be incorrect but it is tran-
itive. If this is the case, the criticism, although pertinent, is
nnocuous.
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Another frequent criticism is that because the trained rela-
ions are not ordered along a particular scale, the n-term series
ask is more susceptible to associative, non-logical solutions
e.g., Russell et al., 1996). The argument is that TI is an instan-
iation of logical processes and therefore should be studied
nly when such processes are possible. I argue for the opposite
ourse: TI should be accepted on the grounds of the observed
erformance and only then should the underlying processes be
ypothesized. Logic is only one of the possibilities and perhaps
ot the strongest one. Even if logical reasoning is one underlying
rocess, the possibility remains that such logical underpinnings
an emerge in the n-term series task (e.g., when the non-transitive
ature of the relation is not detected).

Albeit rare, some studies have used tasks other than the n-term
eries to study TI. One example, by Paz-y-Miño et al. (2004),
nvolved two groups of wild-caught pinyon jays. After domi-
ance relationships had been established between the previously
nknown jays, individuals from each group observed two jays,
ne from its own group and one from the other group, inter-
ct over a peanut. The critical test involved a social interaction
etween the observer and a member of the other group that was
reviously observed being dominant over a dominant member of
he observer’s group. The prediction was that if jays infer social
tatus transitively, then the observer should behave submissively
n the critical encounter. In fact, they did. Hogue et al. (1996)
nd Grosenick et al. (2007) used a similar task with hens and
sh, respectively, and found similar results. Although a possible
lternative to the n-term series task, this task is useful only with
pecies in which rank cannot be inferred from physical traits.

. Evidence for transitive inference in non-human
nimals

Most studies on TI in non-human animals have yielded a rel-
tively consistent pattern of findings within and across species. I
tart by characterizing the evidence for TI (performance at test)
nd then analyze training performance. I end this section by sum-
arizing studies using what have been termed circular series.
his will, in turn, allow a clearer understanding of the proposed
xplanatory models that heavily rely on training features.

.1. Test performance: the transitive choice

While human studies customarily use accuracy and latency
ata, animal studies have focused almost exclusively on accu-
acy data—D’Amato and Colombo (1990), McGonigle and
halmers (1992), Rapp et al. (1996), and Wynne (1997) are the
xceptions. Table 1 summarizes the results obtained with inter-
ixed 5-term series tasks. As can be seen, a vast majority of

he experiments report strong transitive preferences. The lowest
verage preference reported in a large set of experiments, includ-
ng Boysen et al. (1993, Experiments 1, 3, and 4), Buckmaster
t al. (2004, control group only), Dusek and Eichenbaum (1997,

ontrol group only), Lazareva et al. (2004, Experiment 1, ordered
eedback group), Lazareva and Wasserman (2006), McGonigle
nd Chalmers (1977; 1992, Experiment 1), Rapp et al. (1996,
ged subjects), Siemann et al. (1996b), Treichler and Van Tilburg
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1996, Experiment 1, Test 1), Van Elzakker et al. (2003, Exper-
ment 1), and von Fersen et al. (1991, Experiment 1), is 80%
espite procedural differences across studies, some of which
re imposed by the species studied. For example, studies with
ats usually employ olfactory stimuli, whereas studies with birds
nd primates typically use visual stimuli. If the ability to infer
on-trained relations from potentially informative and partially
verlapping premises is relatively general within the animal
ingdom, then transitive behavior should be observed inde-
endently of sensory modality per se, provided the animal is
erceptually sensitive to the stimuli being used. The data in
able 1 certainly suggest this is the case.

The reinforcement contingencies on test trials vary con-
iderably, too. In some experiments, these trials were always
einforced or reinforced 50% of the time independently of the
nimal’s choice (Boysen et al., 1993, Experiment 1; Gillan,
981, Experiment 1A; Lazareva et al., 2004, Experiment 1;
cGonigle and Chalmers, 1977, 1992; Rapp et al., 1996); in

thers, only the transitive choice was reinforced (differential
einforcement; Boysen et al., 1993, Experiments 2, 3, and 4;
uckmaster et al., 2004; D’Amato and Colombo, 1990; Dusek
nd Eichenbaum, 1997; Treichler and Van Tilburg, 1996, Exper-
ment 1; Van Elzakker et al., 2003, Experiment 1); and, finally,
n others, they were non-reinforced (viz., extinction; Higa and
taddon, 1993; Siemann et al., 1996b; von Fersen et al., 1991;
ynne, 1997). Considering the results, the test-trial reinforce-
ent contingency does not seem to have a noticeable impact on

erformance. This strengthens the contention that transitive per-
ormance emerges from the training regimen and is not simply
n artifact of testing itself.

Other procedural differences are noteworthy. For example,
azareva and associates used the previously mentioned post-
hoice feedback procedure in which one group was exposed to
nformative, ordered feedback and another was exposed to con-
tant feedback (Lazareva et al., 2004; Lazareva and Wasserman,
006). Informative feedback should, if anything, foster the
ransitive nature of the relation being trained. Hence, several pre-
ictions are possible depending on what features of the situation
he animal is sensitive to. If animals detect the non-transitive
ature of the relation being trained, then the constant feed-
ack group should not show TI. Conversely, to the extent that
rdered feedback transforms this relation into a transitive one,
he ordered feedback group should behave transitively. However,
f animals do not detect the non-transitive nature of the training
elations, then both groups should behave transitively on test
rials (or, in a more pessimistic scenario, neither of them). If
his argument holds, under no circumstance should the constant
eedback group exhibit TI in the absence of TI in the ordered
eedback group.

Presently, the evidence seems to support the argument.
azareva et al. (2004) found evidence that hooded crows exhibit
I only when ordered feedback is provided (viz., by their inter-
retation, only when the trained relations are truly transitive),

ut, curiously enough, pigeons show TI independently of the
ransitive nature of the relations (viz., both when ordered or con-
tant feedback are provided; Lazareva and Wasserman, 2006).
he reason(s) for this difference is (are) still unknown. Nonethe-
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Table 1
Experiments using the 5-term series task with intermixed training

Source Subjects N# Test contingency %Transitive choice*

Boysen et al. (1993), Experiment 1 Chimpanzees 3 (3) All choices reinforced 83, 100, 100
Boysen et al. (1993), Experiment 2 Chimpanzees 3 (3) Differential reinforcement 86, 56, 64
Boysen et al. (1993), Experiment 3 Chimpanzees 1 (1) Differential reinforcement 93
Boysen et al. (1993), Experiment 4 Chimpanzees 3 (3) Differential reinforcement 100
Buckmaster et al. (2004) Cynomolgus monkeys 6 (5) Differential reinforcement 100a

D’Amato and Colombo (1990), Experiment 2 Capuchin monkeys 3 (3) Differential reinforcement ?b

Dusek and Eichenbaum (1997) Rats 10 (8) Differential reinforcement 81a

Gillan (1981), Experiment 1A Chimpanzees 3 (3) Non-differential reinforcement, 50% 100, 58.3, 41.7 (83.3c)
Higa and Staddon (1993), Experiment 1 Pigeons 4 (4) Extinction (34, 30, 59, 54)d

Higa and Staddon (1993), Experiment 2 Pigeons 4 (4) Extinction (47, 51, 57, 64)d

(60, 67, 30, 83)e

Higa and Staddon (1993), Experiment 3 Pigeons 4 (4) Extinction (93, 80, 85, 56)d

(77, 83, 22, 39)e

Lazareva et al. (2004), Experiment 1 Crows 8 (8) Non-differential reinforcement, 50% 83.1f, 43.1g

Lazareva and Wasserman (2006) Pigeons 12 (12) All choices reinforced and extinction 82.1
McGonigle and Chalmers (1977), Experiment 1 Squirrel monkeys 8 (7) All choices reinforced 90
McGonigle and Chalmers (1992), Experiment 1 Squirrel monkeys 6 (5) All choices reinforced 98
Rapp et al. (1996), Phases 1–5 Rhesus monkeys 17 (16) Non-differential reinforcement, 50% 79.1 (young subjects)

83.3 (aged subjects)
Siemann et al. (1996b) Pigeons 10 (7) Extinction 90.5, 94c

Treichler and Van Tilburg (1996),
Experiment 1, Test 1 Macaque monkeys 6 (6) Differential reinforcement 94
Van Elzakker et al. (2003), Experiment 1 Rats 8 (6) Differential reinforcement 87.5
von Fersen et al. (1991), Experiment 1 Pigeons 6 (4) Extinction 87.5
Wynne (1997) Pigeons 8 (3) Extinction 95, 70, 55

# Number of subjects in the experiment (inside parenthesis is the actual number of subjects tested or included in statistical analyses).
* When variability in results justifies, and the results are available, individual preferences are shown. When numerical values are not available, values are estimated

from figures.
a Only the control group is considered. In the other group(s), the hippocampus was disconnected from either its cortical or subcortical pathways.
b Only latency data are reported.
c After retraining of the premises.
d Auto-run procedure with response-based V values.
e
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Auto-run procedure with time-based V values.
f Group with bias reversal training and ordered post-choice feedback.
g Group with bias reversal training and constant post-choice feedback.

ess, as Lazareva and Wasserman argue, because of their relative
inear social hierarchy (see Ritchey, 1951), pigeons may be less
rone to distinguish between transitive and non-transitive rela-
ions than crows, whose social hierarchy is more complex. In
he absence of further data, this appeal to between-species dif-
erences arising from different ecological demands is purely
peculative. Nevertheless, the pattern of results observed in
ooded crows and pigeons does not violate the above-mentioned
redictions. Either both groups or only the ordered feedback
roup behave transitively.

Of the 21 experiments shown in Table 1, 14 report strong
vidence for TI in non-human animals. Of the remaining seven,
hree also report some evidence for TI but the results clearly vary
cross subjects (in particular, Boysen et al., 1993, Experiment 2;
illan, 1981, Experiment 1A, before retraining; Wynne, 1997).
t least one of these cases seems to be related to the deteri-
ration of training performance (see Gillan, 1981, Experiment
A), given that after premise retraining the animal did prefer the

ransitive alternative.

With the exception of one experiment, Higa and Staddon
1993) repeatedly failed to observe TI. Their studies used, how-
ver, a very different training procedure in which pigeons were

n
p
a
u

einforced after pecking the correct stimulus (S+) for a vari-
ble interval of time [variable interval 6.5 s (VI 6.5 s)] and the
ffect of pecking the incorrect stimulus (S−) was simply to reset
he VI timer (i.e., to postpone reinforcement). In addition, these
uthors used an auto-run procedure to produce rapid acquisition
nd to control for premise presentation order during training.
nstead of pseudo-randomly selecting the premise to present on
given trial, the auto-run procedure employed an adaptive rule

hat selected the premise with the poorest history (as given by
value continuously updated from the outset of training). In

ome instances, this value was response-dependent (i.e., the dif-
erence between the total number of pecks on the S+ and the
otal number of pecks on the S−); in other cases, the value was
ime-dependent (i.e., the total exposure time to each particular
remise, independently of the distribution of pecks). In either
ase, overall, there was little evidence for TI.

At least two features of Higa and Staddon’s (1993) proce-
ure may have contributed to their null findings. First, birds

ever experienced non-reinforcement. The only consequence of
ecking the S− was to reset the VI timer. If non-reinforcement is
n important factor in reducing the relative value of each stim-
lus in order to create an order of differential values, then TI
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Table 2
Experiments using the 5-term series task with sequential training

Source Subjects N# Test contingency %Transitive choice*

Benard and Giurfa (2004), Experiment 1 Honeybees 12 (12) Extinction 45
Benard and Giurfa (2004), Experiment 2 Honeybees 12 (12) Extinction 50
Benard and Giurfa (2004), Experiment 3 Honeybees 8 (8) Extinction 57
Davis (1992b), Experiment 1 Rats 4 (3) Extinction (100, 87.5, 83.3)a

Davis (1992b), Experiment 2 Rats 3 (3) Extinction (90, 85, 65)a

Steirn et al. (1995), Experiment 1 Pigeons 8 (8) Non-differential reinforcement, 50% 85.4a, 89.6b

Steirn et al. (1995), Experiment 2 Pigeons 8 (8) Non-differential reinforcement, 50% 87.5a, 82.3b

# Number of subjects in the experiment (inside parenthesis is the actual number of subjects tested or included in statistical analyses).
* When variability in results justifies, and the results are available, individual preferences are shown. When numerical values are not available, values are estimated
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rom figures.
a Backward training.
b Forward training.

ight not emerge. Second, the most compelling evidence against
I seems to come from their first experiment. However, as the
uthors acknowledge, training trials and probe trials had signif-
cantly different durations in that experiment. Assuming birds
ere sensitive to this difference, they could refrain from pecking

s soon as they detected that was a non-reinforced trial.
Despite these null findings, studies using an intermixed 5-

erm series overwhelmingly suggest that several animal species
re capable of TI, a conclusion strengthened by studies using
equential training. Table 2 summarizes such studies. Again,
he reinforcement contingency operating during testing varied
extinction or non-differential reinforcement) as did stimulus
odality (olfactory stimuli with rats and visual stimuli with

igeons and honeybees), but these seemed to have little or no
ystematic impact on transitive performance.

In their first experiment, both Davis (1992b) and Steirn et al.
1995) employed a more elaborate training procedure: Instead

f just using the four standard premises as in their second exper-
ments, they added the discriminations AC, CE, and AE to
ncourage the development of TI. Specifically, animals were

a
o

able 3
xperiments using an n-term series task with more than five terms

ource Subjects

ond et al. (2003), Experiment 2 Pinyon
jays
Scrub-jays

illan (1981), Experiments 1B, 2B, and 3 Chimpanzees

app et al. (1996), Phases 6–7 Rhesus
monkeys

oberts and Phelps (1994), Experiment 1 Rats

reichler and Van Tilburg (1996), Experiment 1, Test 2 Macaque
monkeys

an Elzakker et al. (2003), Experiment 2 Rats

on Fersen et al. (1991), Experiment 2 Pigeons

# Number of subjects in the experiment (inside parenthesis is the actual number of
* When numerical values are not available, values are estimated from figures.
a In the original report, data are presented collapsed over all trial types (premises a

ccuracy was significantly higher in the transitive pairs when compared with the prem
uccessively trained in the following pairs: AB, BC, AC, CD,
E, CE, and AE. Davis used backward training, whereas Steirn

nd colleagues used both backward and forward training, but
hese manipulations were inconsequential given the evidence for
I in all groups. Their second experiments returned the typical

ransitive preference, too.
Benard and Giurfa (2004) used also forward and backward

raining in their series of experiments. Had their experiments
een successful, they would constitute the first demonstration of
I in an invertebrate. Unfortunately, the honeybees were unable

o learn the premises despite their proven capacity to learn visual
atterns (e.g., Bitterman, 1996; Menzel and Giurfa, 2001). A
actor that might have contributed to this failure was the reduced
umber of training trials (40 per premise). Steirn et al. (1995),
or example, used a minimum of 288 trials per premise. Absent
earning of the premise pairs, no conclusions about the ability
f any animal to behave transitively are possible.
The n-term series task has not been restricted to five terms
nd, in fact, evidence for TI using longer series has been
btained (e.g., Bond et al., 2003, with corvids; Gillan, 1981,

N# #Terms %Transitive choice*

5 (5) 7 86

5 (4) 77
1 (1) 6 83.3 (Experiment 1B), 83.3 (Experiment

2B), 94.4 (Experiment 3)
17 (16) 7 76.2 (young subjects)

75.2 (aged subjects)
14 (14) 6 74.3 (linear order group)

47.9 (random order group)
6 (6) 10 ?a

10 (9) 6 55 (BD test pair)
85 (BE test pair)

4 (4) 7 82

subjects tested or included in statistical analyses).

nd transitive pairs). Average performance was 81%, but ANOVA showed that
ises.
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ith chimpanzees; Rapp et al., 1996, with rhesus monkeys;
oberts and Phelps, 1994, and Van Elzakker et al., 2003, with

ats; Treichler and Van Tilburg, 1996, with macaque monkeys;
on Fersen et al., 1991, with pigeons). Table 3 summarizes these
tudies. Again, there was ample procedural variation, such as
he species studied, the number of terms (from 6 to 10), and the
einforcement contingency on probe trials (a particular feature
mitted in Table 3 because it was inconsequential). Overall, the
vidence for TI is quite convincing. Excluding one of the groups
n Roberts and Phelps (1994, Experiment 1), whose expressed
urpose was to eliminate TI, and one test pair in Van Elzakker
t al. (2003, Experiment 2) the lowest average preference for
he transitive alternative reported in these studies was 74.3%.

Roberts and Phelps (1994, Experiment 1) trained two groups
f rats in two different variations of a 6-term series task. During
remise training, both groups were trained on five odor discrim-
nations. The linear order group had to discriminate between
timuli located in adjacent boxes with each particular box always
resented in the same spatial location, so as to produce a linear
rrangement from A through E. Rats in the random order group
ad to discriminate between stimuli located in adjacent boxes,
oo, but the boxes were placed at random locations. Test tri-
ls (B vs. D) were then given in a Y-maze. With this procedure,
oberts and Phelps found evidence for TI only in the linear order
roup.

As previously stated, an important advantage of longer series
s that more transitive tests are possible—although only the aver-
ge across transitive tests is presented in Table 3. Also, with
onger series, the test pairs can vary in the number of intervening
erms. For example, the test pairs BD and CE have only one inter-
ening term (C and D, respectively), whereas the pair BE has
wo (C and D). In humans, response accuracy increases and reac-
ion time decreases as the number of intervening terms between
he two test stimuli increases (e.g., Bryant and Trabasso, 1971;

cGonigle and Chalmers, 1984). This phenomenon is known
s the symbolic distance effect (SDE). The number of studies
nalyzing this particular phenomenon in non-human animals is
ather limited and, in some of them, the SDE is unfortunately
onfounded with first-item effects which refer to the finding that
ithin equal symbolic distances, the pair closer to the always

einforced end of the series will be solved more accurately (von
ersen et al., 1991; Wynne, 1997).

Fig. 2 illustrates this confound as well as other potential prob-
ems with a 7-term series task. Suppose that after training the
ix premises of a 7-term series task, all non-adjacent pairs are
resented during test sessions. Six of these pairs would be truly
ransitive (BD, BE, BF, CE, CF, and DF; shaded pairs in the
gure) because they are non-adjacent and do not include any of

he end-anchor stimuli (A or G). The remaining nine are non-
djacent, too, but not truly transitive because each includes at
east one of the end-anchor stimuli.

Each column in Fig. 2 represents a symbolic distance and
ach row a different distance to the always reinforced end of

he series (in this case, A). The modus operandi to analyze the
DE has been to average results within a particular symbolic
istance (i.e., within columns) and then compare the averages
cross symbolic distances. This procedure usually yields the typ-

d
b
v
t

ig. 2. Schematic of a typical test session after training a 7-term series task.
haded pairs indicate truly transitive discriminations.

cal SDE (X̄1 < X̄2 < X̄3 < X̄4 < X̄5 for accuracy data, and
he reverse for reaction-times). Note, however, that the mean
f each symbolic distance includes pairs from different rank-
ngs in the orthogonal dimension reflecting the first-item effects
i.e., distance from the end-anchor “A” stimulus). Unconfounded
epictions of the SDE can be obtained by analyzing separately
he pairs involving the second-ranked item (BD, BE, and BF)
nd/or the pairs involving the third-ranked item (CE and CF).
deally, symbolic distance averages should only be calculated for
ymbolic rankings including two or more truly transitive pairs
nd should exclude any pairs including the end-anchor stimuli,
lthough this is not the customary procedure.

An additional concern about the typical procedure used to
nalyze the SDE is that the mean for each symbolic distance is
ased on a different number of data points—the longer the sym-
olic distance, the smaller the number of available data points.
his problem can be circumvented, too, by analyzing the SDE
nly within a given distance from the always reinforced end of
he series (e.g., BD vs. BE vs. BF).

Mindful of these common confounds, the SDE in non-human
nimals is reliable, at least when based on accuracy data. For
xample, Treichler and Van Tilburg (1996) used a particularly
otent procedure to detect the SDE by employing what func-
ionally can be considered a 10-term series task. In particular,

acaque monkeys were consecutively trained in two 5-term
eries tasks (from A to E and from F to J). After acquisition, these
eries were linked by training the pair EF. During testing which
ncluded both within- and between-series pairs, a clear trend
oward more accurate performance with increasing number of
ntervening terms was observed.

Evidence for the SDE was also obtained by von Fersen et al.
1991, Experiment 2) with pigeons. They used a 7-term series
ask which allowed for six different non-adjacent test pairs. Their
rocedure was exactly like the one schematized in Fig. 2. Evi-
ence for TI was observed in all pairs as was a tendency toward

etter performance in non-adjacent pairs as the number of inter-
ening terms increases (although they, too, did not control for
he first-item effects). Overall, the slope of the regression line
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recall, this has been called the serial position effect (Bryant and
Trabasso, 1971; Woocher et al., 1978). As will be shown in a
forthcoming section, this feature is of critical importance for the
20 M. Vasconcelos / Behaviour

ccounted for 75% of the variance, but this did not reach sta-
istical significance mostly due to the limited number of classes
three). Nonetheless, their results are in the correct direction and
ake a compelling case for the SDE in non-human animals.
Statistically significant results were, however, reported by

ond et al. (2003) and Rapp et al. (1996), although only the
ormer controlled for the first-item effects. In particular, Bond
nd colleagues obtained an unconfounded SDE in scrub jays for
airs involving the second-ranked item (BC, BD, BE, and BF).
he absence of the effect in pinyon jays might have been due

o ceiling effects because, as the authors acknowledge, two out
f five pinyon jays made no errors in the non-adjacent pairs.
ith pairs involving the third-ranked item (CD, CE, and CF)
similar, although non-significant, trend was observed in both
roups. Rapp and colleagues, on the other hand, obtained both an
ccuracy- and latency-based SDE in rhesus monkeys (although
nly young monkeys showed a SDE based on latency). Further
ccuracy-based evidence was obtained by Van Elzakker et al.
2003) in a 6-term series with rats. Using a between-subject
esign, they observed better transitive performance on the BE
air than on the BD pair (indeed, performance on the latter was
t chance).

Studies using 5-term series have provided some evidence for
he SDE, too. These findings should, however, be interpreted
autiously because of the confounds mentioned earlier. These
tudies include Higa and Staddon (1993, Experiments 2 and 3,
nly for some of the birds), Lazareva and Wasserman (2006),
iemann et al. (1996b) and von Fersen et al. (1991, Experiment
). Particularly noteworthy are the studies reported by D’Amato
nd Colombo (1990, Experiment 2), McGonigle and Chalmers
1992), and Wynne (1997) because latency data were used to
ssess the SDE. Curiously, the results are conflicting: D’Amato
nd Colombo, and McGonigle and Chalmers found an inverse
elationship between symbolic distance and latencies, whereas

ynne obtained a flat relationship despite observing a clear SDE
ased on accuracy.

Some null findings have also been reported. In Experiments
B, 2B, and 3, Gillan (1981) used a 6-term series which allowed
or three different non-adjacent test pairs (e.g., BD and CE
ith one intervening term, and BE with two intervening terms).
cross experiments and test pairs, transitive choices averaged
7% overall but there was no obvious effect of test pair. How-
ver, because the same chimpanzee participated in all three
xperiments and exhibited optimal transitive performance in an
mmediately preceding experiment (Experiment 1A in Table 1),
his may have created a ceiling effect which precluded observing
SDE.

The bulk of empirical support for TI and associated effects
n non-human animals has hinged on the n-term series task.
espite variations in experimental procedures, studies have fre-
uently obtained preference data that establishes TI as a real
henomenon in non-human animals. Additional support has
ome from rare studies using different tasks, such as Hogue

t al. (1996), Paz-y-Miño et al. (2004), and Grosenick et al.
2007). Only latency data seem inconclusive, although their rel-
vance should be somewhat deflated in face of their indirect
ature.

r

u

cesses 78 (2008) 313–334

All this evidence raises the question: What processes underlie
I in non-human animals? Several models have been proposed,
ut to fully appreciate their core assumptions, a clear depiction
f premise performance during training and testing is needed. I
urn to this next.

.2. Premise performance

How rapidly do animals learn the premises of an n-term series
ask? The answer to this question varies widely across species
ut, generally, training proceeds rather slowly.2 This fact, by
tself, is not particularly surprising because a 5-term series task
an be conceptualized as three concurrent and partially over-
apping ambiguous-cue problems (e.g., Fletcher et al., 1968;
all, 1980). An ambiguous-cue problem consists of two simul-

aneous discriminations in which the S+ for one discrimination
erves as the S− for the other. For example, consider only the
remises A+B− and B+C−. Here, stimulus B is the ambigu-
us cue because it signals reinforcement or non-reinforcement
epending on the other stimulus with which it is presented. By
ontrast, both A and C have unambiguous status as signals for
einforcement and non-reinforcement, respectively, in such a
wo-premise task. The typical finding is that asymptotic accu-
acy is lower and reached more slowly for the discrimination
n which the ambiguous-cue is non-reinforced (e.g., Fletcher et
l., 1968; Hall, 1980; Leary, 1958; Richards, 1973). With a 5-
erm series task, there are three ambiguous cues (B, C, and D),
ence the slow acquisition rate comes as no surprise given their
articipation in the BC and CD discriminations (Urcuioli and
ichalek, 2007).
Even though this slow acquisition rate is not always observed

e.g., it is particularly prevalent in avians, less so with primates),
t has prompted several attempts to design training procedures
o yield faster acquisition. One common strategy has been to
nclude a phase of sequential training at some point during acqui-
ition. In fact, only Higa and Staddon (1993), and Roberts and
helps (1994) did not include a sequential phase in their train-

ng protocol. This was also the rationale for Higa and Staddon’s
1993) auto-run procedure and for other procedural variations
e.g., Buckmaster et al., 2004; Siemann et al., 1996b; Wynne,
997).

Although most animals eventually perform significantly
bove chance on all premises, how accurate are they on the
arious trained premises? The optimal scenario would be for
ccuracy to stabilize at high and comparable levels for all
remises. This is seldom the case, though. Frequently, accuracy
evels follow a U-shaped function, with the pairs at each end
f the series better solved than the “interior” ones. By analogy
ith the typical retention functions obtained in immediate serial
einforcement-based accounts of TI. Fig. 3 illustrates an ideal-

2 This is true only for intermixed training. When a sequential procedure is
sed, training proceeds rapidly.
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Fig. 3. Idealized serial position curve after 5-term series training.

zed serial position curve when animals are trained in a 5-term
eries task.

A variety of studies has reported the serial position effect in
everal species. In fact, the effect was present in the original
emonstrations of TI in young children (Bryant and Trabasso,
971; for an example in human adults, see Greene et al., 2001) as
ell as in the later demonstrations in non-human animals (e.g.,
usek and Eichenbaum, 1997; Gillan, 1981, Experiment 1A;
iga and Staddon, 1993; Lazareva et al., 2004; Lazareva and
asserman, 2006, particularly in the constant feedback group;
cGonigle and Chalmers, 1977, 1992, Experiment 1; Treichler

nd Van Tilburg, 1996; von Fersen et al., 1991, Experiments 1
nd 2; Wynne, 1997). Overall, the effect is almost as prevalent
n TI studies as transitive performance itself. Only Roberts and
helps (1994), and Siemann et al. (1996b) did not obtain the
-shaped function, although both studies found that accuracy

ncreased the closer a premise was to the never-reinforced end of
he series (for a somewhat intermediate form, see Van Elzakker
t al., 2003).

.3. The circular series and the circular test

Most views about TI implicitly assume that this ability will
merge if and only if the series is linear (e.g., A > B > C > D > E).
o test this assumption, several researchers have implemented
ircular series. To illustrate, suppose that after training the four
remises shown in Fig. 1, the premise A−E+ is introduced. With
uch training, the spatial arrangement of the stimuli is circular,3

s shown in Fig. 4. Note, however, the logical impossibility
reated by such a series (e.g., A cannot be both “larger” and
smaller” than E).

This circular series task, known as the transverse pattern-
ng problem, has actually been investigated outside of the TI
ealm using series with less than five terms. In general, these
tudies show that animals are capable of solving the task (e.g.,

lvarado and Rudy, 1992, 1995; Couvillon and Bitterman, 1996;
hompson, 1953; Wynne, 1996). Studies directly related to TI
ave returned relatively similar findings, although with lower

3 The spatial terminology is used only as a metaphor for ease of presentation.
ometimes, however, this metaphor is taken too literally, as the reader will notice

n a forthcoming section.

t
h
d
f
i
S
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ig. 4. Circular arrangement of the stimuli when a 5-term series is closed into
loop.

verall accuracy caused by the increased length of the series
sed. Briefly, studies with pigeons (von Fersen et al., 1991,
xperiment 3), rats (Davis, 1992b, Experiment 3; Roberts and
helps, 1994, Experiment 2), and chimpanzees (Gillan, 1981,
xperiment 2A) show that circular series training yields no TI
ut, despite some disturbances observed during premise train-
ng, subjects are usually able to learn the premises above chance
evels. These particular results are of primary importance for
valuating the adequacy of the proposed models to explain TI in
on-human animals. I analyze these models next.

. Models of transitive inference

Of the several models proposed to explain TI, some are qual-
tative but most are quantitative in nature; some are clearly
ognitive, using concepts such as mental representations and
ental lines, but others are more behaviorally oriented focusing

n such things as reinforcement histories and relative frequency
f past events.

.1. Cognitive models

Accounts of TI in humans traditionally ascribe this ability
ither to the application of the rules of formal logic or to the
se of some kind of mental model (Byrne and Johnson-Laird,
989; Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991). According to Piaget
1953), transitive syllogisms are solved through the coordination
f the premises via application of logical rules commonly based
n language. In this view, reasoning is literally synonymous
ith propositional calculus. Thus, it was thought that children
ecome capable of TI only when they are old enough to success-
ully apprehend and use the rules of logic (viz., when they reach
he concrete operational stage). Recently, however, theorists
ave begun to doubt the validity of the logical accounts in every-
ay problem solving and have proposed instead that subjects

orm some kind of mental model of the task at hand (for evidence
n humans, see Byrne and Johnson-Laird, 1989; Carreiras and
antamaria, 1997; for a review, see Johnson-Laird and Byrne,
991). In particular, instead of relying on logical principles,
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patial paralogical devices have been proposed (Acuna et al.,
002; Breslow, 1981; De Soto et al., 1965; Huttenlocher, 1968;
cGonigle and Chalmers, 1986; Sternberg, 1980; Trabasso and
iley, 1975). These paralogical models assume that in an n-term

eries task, the subject integrates the independently presented
remises into a (or series of) mental representation(s), suppos-
dly spatial in nature, which can then be used to correctly solve
ny premise and test pair. Hence, a successful transitive decision
or any test pair depends on determining which of the members
f the pair is nearer one of the ends of the series, thus eliminating
he need for formal deductions.

Models closely related to the application of the rules of for-
al logic as well as models based on spatial paralogic have

een proposed to explain TI in non-human animals. For exam-
le, Harris and McGonigle (1994) proposed a model of TI based
n the successive application of “if. . . then. . .” rules akin to the
arlier logical models. This type of model has been successfully
pplied to cognitive processes like problem solving and rea-
oning (Newell and Simon, 1972), human learning (Anderson,
993), and reinforcement-driven learning in rats (Holland et al.,
986). According to the Harris and McGonigle model, a stack
f four rules like the following is sufficient to produce optimal
erformance in a 5-term series task:

. If stimulus A is present, select it

. If stimulus E is present, avoid it

. If stimulus B is present, select it

. If stimulus C is present, select it

Surveying these rules in sequence and terminating the deci-
ion process as soon as any of the prescribed actions is taken will
nsure optimal performance (Harris and McGonigle, 1994). The
articular stack used by each animal is supposedly learned on
trial-and-error basis during premise training, although trial-

y-trial dynamics have not been explicitly proposed. With one
dditional assumption, the model can predict performance on
riadic tests in which three test stimuli are presented instead of
wo. Consider, for example, two triadic tests: ABD and BDE.
he first one can be easily solved by applying rule 1 in the
tack above, but the second test requires two rules (2 and 3).
o correctly mimic published data, the model further assumes

hat when a triad requiring the application of more than one
ule is encountered (such as the second example), the animal
pplies the first rule and then chooses randomly between the
emaining two stimuli on a certain (empirically estimated) per-
entage of trials. On the remaining trials, the animals resume
he application of the rules. Using these assumptions, Harris
nd McGonigle showed that the model is able to accommodate
oth dyadic and triadic choice tests as well as all of the other
ain results reported in McGonigle and Chalmers (1977, 1992),

ncluding a latency-based SDE.
The model, however, suffers from serious shortcomings. For

xample, even assuming that animals learn these rules and order

hem appropriately, the model is unable to accommodate sequen-
ial training. To do that, one would have to assume that the
nimals first learn each rule and, only then, order them sequen-
ially. But this presupposes that animals have formed a linear

t
n
i
t

cesses 78 (2008) 313–334

epresentation of the stimuli, a concept suffering from its own
roblems, as I will show next. Also, in their modeling, Harris and
cGonigle (1994) used only the 16 stacks that perform correctly

n all premises, but this necessarily excludes the serial position
ffect and error in binary transitivity tests from the model predic-
ions. In addition, none of the proposed stacks allows learning of
ircular series—contrary to evidence. Finally, and most impor-
antly, what determines each rule and its order? Is it continuous
einforcement, partial reinforcement, and non-reinforcement? If
o, then the model is unnecessarily complex, given that there are
onditioning models that have been successfully applied to TI
see below).

Recently, Bryson and Leong (2006) proposed a two-tier
earning model inspired by Harris and McGonigle’s (1994)

odel that overcomes some of the latter’s difficulties. One tier
rioritizes stimuli and the other associates actions (select or
void) with stimuli. In both tiers, priority is given by a weight
hat is learned on a trial-by-trial basis through reinforcement.
ence, on any given trial in which a choice between familiar

timuli is given, the animal attends to the more salient stimulus
i.e., the stimulus with highest priority) and then either selects
r avoids it depending on the action weights for that particu-
ar stimulus on the second tier. The model has the advantage of
pecifying trial-by-trial dynamics, predicting the serial position
ffect, and fitting primate performance in triadic tests. Never-
heless, without further assumptions, it still cannot predict the
DE.

Spatial representations have been proposed as fundamen-
al cognitive structures in non-human animals (e.g., Gallistel,
990), so the possibility that animals integrate the premises
rom a TI task into an ordered series of mental representa-
ions has been entertained (e.g., D’Amato, 1991; D’Amato and
olombo, 1990; Davis, 1992a,b; Dusek and Eichenbaum, 1997;
illan, 1981; McGonigle and Chalmers, 1986; Rapp et al.,
996; Roberts and Phelps, 1994; Terrace, 1986; Terrace and
cGonigle, 1994; Treichler and Van Tilburg, 1996). These mod-

ls share the fundamental assumption of premise integration
nto some symbolic spatial representation but differ, for exam-
le, with respect to when integration occurs (Breslow, 1981;
rabasso and Riley, 1975). For example, Bryant and Trabasso’s
1971) model proposes that during training the subject forms
separate representation of each premise and only during test-

ng does the subject integrate the separate representations into
mental line. Conversely, most spatial representation models,

uch as the spatial integration model (e.g., De Soto et al., 1965),
uggest that training directly promotes the integration of the
remises into a linear series.

But the more fundamental questions are: (a) How is this men-
al line formed? and (b) How does the mental line get “translated”
nto the signature performance effects? One proposal is that the
lways reinforced and always non-reinforced stimuli are located
rst at the ends of the metaphorical mental line. With train-

ng, the other stimuli are then progressively ordered between

he ends. Once formed, the line is used to solve any discrimi-
ation during training or testing via a spatial search along the
maginary line. Also, the end-inward construction of the men-
al representation is supposed to explain both the serial position
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ffect and the SDE. Because the end-anchor stimuli are unam-
iguous, a smaller number of errors will occur in those pairs
hat include one of them. More errors will occur in the pairs
nvolving only non-end-anchor stimuli because their reinforce-

ent status is ambiguous. Likewise, the SDE arises because the
loser the stimulus representations are in a series, the more simi-
ar they are spatially, hence the more difficult the discrimination
etween them.

Several experiments have investigated the viability of such
odels in non-human animals. For example, Roberts and
helps’ (1994) experiments with linear and nonlinear (random
r circular) arrangements were a test of this type of model and,
t first glance, their results lend it some credibility. Namely, their
ndings of TI only when the stimuli were linearly arranged in a
onsistent fashion make a strong argument for spatial coding of
he premises. Alternatively, their results may only mean that rats
se spatial cues, when available, to supplement other cues (e.g.,
lfactory) in choosing the correct alternative in each premise.
uch an interpretation does not imply any linear representation,
lthough it must then explain the null findings from the non-
inear groups, where spatial cues were made uninformative by
ystematically varying them across premise pairs. Successful
cquisition of the premises by the non-linear groups can easily
e explained by the presence of relevant olfactory cues, but the
bsence of TI is problematic. The reasons for this failure are not
lear but other research shows that spatial cues are not required
o observe TI in rats (e.g., Davis, 1992b; Dusek and Eichenbaum,
997; Van Elzakker et al., 2003).

In another attempt to test the spatial representation hypothe-
is, Lazareva et al. (2004) and Lazareva and Wasserman (2006)
sed a post-choice feedback procedure to enhance a linear rep-
esentation of the stimuli. In the authors’ opinion, including the
eedback stimuli provided an explicit scale to an otherwise non-
rderable set of stimuli. However, the results were inconsistent
etween species and this difference was attributed to differences
n the social hierarchies of the species. Also, if the post-feedback
timuli do indeed provide such a scale, it is not clear why the
rdered feedback groups did not learn the premises faster than
he constant feedback groups.

Dusek and Eichenbaum (1997) hypothesized that the hip-
ocampal region is critical to TI and, in fact, to any task involving
hierarchical relation among stimuli (see also Eichenbaum,

000, 2004; Rapp et al., 1996; Wallenstein et al., 1998). To
est their hypothesis, they trained and tested three groups of
ats in a 5-term series task. One group had a transection of
he fornix, another had the perirhinal and entorhinal cortices
emoved, and the remaining one was a sham-operated control
roup. They found evidence for TI only in the control group,
hich suggests that the hippocampus plays a pivotal role in
I (for a similar manipulation in monkeys, see Buckmaster et
l., 2004). However, despite the known hippocampal contribu-
ion to spatial learning and memory (e.g., Jarrard, 1993; Kesner,
991; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978), these data do not necessarily

mply that animals form a linear representation of the premises.
lternative accounts (e.g., Frank et al., 2003; Van Elzakker et

l., 2003) seriously question the role of the hippocampus in
he flexible integration of independently presented premises. In
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act, the hippocampal explicit memory system seems to hinder
ransitive performance in some cases. For example, Frank et
l. (2006) have shown that the benzodiazepene midazolam, a
rug that has been argued to disrupt hippocampal function (e.g.,
urran et al., 2006), actually enhances transitive performance in
umans while resulting in serious memory deficits in a free recall
ask.

Overall, then, models appealing to some kind of spatial repre-
entation seem to have some qualitative agreement with the bulk
f non-human data, although the results are open to alternative
nterpretations. Besides, the problems faced by such accounts
etract from their attractiveness.

First, circular series are problematic because animals do
earn, to some extent, the premises of a circular series (although
ailing the transitive tests). To accommodate these results, these
odels must assume that the shape of the mental representa-

ion is determined by the nature of the relations being learned,
ontrary to at least some proponents of these accounts (e.g., De
oto et al., 1965) who assumed that the linear arrangement is a
ognitive good figure. Are we to assume that the end result of
raining a circular series is the formation of a mental circle?

Second, it is not entirely clear how these accounts accommo-
ate sequential training because, with this training regimen, one
f the end-anchor stimuli is the last to be introduced. This clearly
iolates the end-inward construction postulated by most models,
nless the separate premise representations are integrated into
mental line only during testing as proposed by a minority of

hese models.
Third, independently of when the linear representation forms,

t is not clear why transitive performance is not perfect. Most
orking memory models assume that, once retrieved, informa-

ion is readily available; hence, every search along the mental
ine should yield perfect performance. In other words, these

odels are usually not probabilistic and do not include any
ssumption that adds noise to the decision-making process. In
act, some attempts have been made to add such noise, but
he results have clearly been far from perfect. For example,

cGonigle and Chalmers (1977) proposed a binary sampling
odel that yields less than perfect performance. Specifically,

hey proposed that on a given test trial, the animal identifies the
timulus missing between the test stimuli (on a BD test trial, C is
issing; note the linear representation assumption), retrieves all

ossible combinations of the stimuli (in the case above, BC, CD,
nd BD), and finally randomly chooses one pair. If the chosen
air is a familiar premise from training (BC or CD), the correct
timulus is chosen. On the other hand, if the test pair (BD) is cho-
en, the animal selects one of the stimuli at random. Although
orrectly predicting a less than perfect transitive performance,
his model also predicts the reverse of the SDE: The farther apart
he test stimuli are, the more unfamiliar non-adjacent pairs are
vailable for the animal to choose, hence leading to a greater
roportion of random choices. Also, the model does not predict
he serial position effect.
Finally, most of these models are static; they are silent
bout important procedural details. For example, why is the
ine constructed in an end-inward fashion? In what way does
his guarantee that premises and test pairs including one of
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he end-anchor stimuli are better solved? Why is it assumed
hat the “inner” stimuli are closer together in the representation
o explain the SDE? Why does this proximity entail a greater
umber of errors? All these questions remain unanswered.

.2. Value transfer theory

Value transfer theory (VTT), initially proposed by von Fersen
t al. (1991), assumes that associative value transfers from one
timulus to the other in a simultaneous discrimination. Subse-
uent research has shown that value transfers only from the
einforced stimulus (S+) to the non-reinforced stimulus (S−)
nd not in the opposite direction (Clement et al., 1998).

According to VTT, the total value of a stimulus i is the sum
f two components: its direct value (Ri, conferred by direct rein-
orcement) and its indirect value (Vi+1, transferred from any S+
ith which stimulus i is paired). Eq. (1) shows the details.

i = Ri + a ∗ Vi+1 (1)

here “a” (0 < a < 0.5) determines the amount of value trans-
erred from the S+ to the S− (for details, see von Fersen et al.,
991).

If we consider a 5-term series task, value will transfer from
he S+ to the S− of each pair, but the amount of value trans-
erred will depend on the total value of the positive member.
emember, for example, that B− is presented with A (which is
lways reinforced) but D− is presented with C (reinforced when
resented with D, but non-reinforced when presented with B).
herefore, to the extent that the value of A is greater than the
alue of C, the value transferred from A to B will exceed the
alue transferred from C to D. By the end of training, then, the
otal value of B should exceed the total value of D because even
hough their direct values are equal (each is partially reinforced),
heir indirect values favor B. Thus, B should be preferred over
—the typical transitive choice.
Following von Fersen et al. (1991), I assume, for simplicity,

hat the direct value of a stimulus is either 2, 1, or 0, depending
n whether the stimulus is always reinforced, reinforced with a
robability of .5 or never reinforced, respectively. By the end of
raining, the different stimuli of the series will attain different
nd therefore orderable values (Table 4 shows the details). The
nal order of values is independent of the actual value of “a”,
nd can be represented as:
A > VB > VC > VD > VE

his order has two important features: (a) on test trials (B vs.
) it predicts a preference for B, or, in other words, it predicts a

ransitive-like behavior, and (b) if we assume that the choice in

able 4
inal value for the 5-term series’ stimuli according to value transfer theory (from
on Fersen et al., 1991)

A = 2

B = 1 + 2a

C = 1 + a + 2a2

D = 1 + a + a2 + 2a3

E = a + a2 + a3 + 2a4
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ny of the discriminations is a function of the difference between
he values of the presented stimuli, it also predicts the serial
osition effect and the SDE (for detailed computations, see von
ersen et al., 1991). Furthermore, these predictions are valid for
ny n-term series and for any transitive test trials.

Independent evidence for value transfer was provided in a
ather simple and elegant experiment by Zentall and Sherburne
1994). Pigeons were trained on two simultaneous discrimina-
ions with no overlapping stimuli. In one of the discriminations,
he S+ was always reinforced (A+B−); in the other the S+ was
einforced only 50% of the time (C±D−). During testing, probe
rials with both S− stimuli (B vs. D) were interspersed among
egular training trials. Note that both B and D had the same
irect history of non-reinforcement, hence the same direct value
RB = RD = 0). If no value transfer occurs, there should not be a
reference for either stimulus. However, if value transfer occurs,
should be preferred over D because B was presented with an

lways reinforced S+ (A+) whereas D was presented with a par-
ially reinforced S+ (C±). As a result, the indirect value (Vi+1)
ransferred from the S+ to the S− will be larger in the A+B−
iscrimination than in the C±D− discrimination. This predic-
ion was confirmed by Zentall and Sherburne in two different
xperiments (1994; see also Cohen et al., 2001; Siemann et
l., 1996a; Zentall et al., 1996b). Since then, value transfer has
lso been implicated in other discrimination phenomena (e.g.,
rcuioli, 2006; Urcuioli and Michalek, 2007).
But how does value transfer? One possible mechanism is

econd-order conditioning (Davis, 1992a). Assuming that when
wo stimuli are presented simultaneously, the animal observes
hem sequentially (Wright and Sands, 1981), then the S− is
unctionally followed by the S+ on roughly one half of the trials.
n Pavlovian terms, CS2 is followed by CS1 and then by the
S. Such second-order conditioning should impart conditioned

einforcing properties (“value”) to CS2 (Zentall, 2004; Zentall
t al., 1996a).

In a direct test of VTT, Steirn et al. (1995, Experiment 3)
rained pigeons in a task akin to the n-term series task. How-
ver, the simultaneous discriminations were arranged such as
o produce differential transferred value without any transitive
elation between the test stimuli. In particular, birds were trained
n the following discriminations: A+B−, E+C−, C+D−, and
+E−. The value inequalities produced by such training can
e expressed as A > B and A > E > C > D. With this procedure,
he test stimuli (B and D) are located in two different arrays,
hus precluding any transitive relation. However, the associa-
ive processes envisioned by VTT can still operate and produce
ransitive-like performances. That was exactly what Steirn and
olleagues found: B was preferred over D.

VTT was one of the first quantitative accounts of TI although
ithout initial specification of the underlying mechanism. A
lausible mechanism has since been identified and value transfer
as proven conceptually useful for a variety of discrimination
henomena. Still, VTT has its own difficulties.
For example, although originally proposed in the context of
ntermixed training, when applied to sequential training its oper-
ting assumptions seem questionable. Consider, for example,
orward sequential training (Fig. 5, left panel) again assuming
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ig. 5. Training order in a forward (left panel) and backward (right panel)
equential 5-term series task.

irect values of 2, 1, or 0, depending on whether the stimu-
us is always reinforced, reinforced with a probability of .5, or
ever reinforced, respectively. By the end of phase 1, stimulus
should have a total value of 2 and stimulus B should have
total value of 0.2 = 0 + (0.1 × 2) if “a” equals 0.1. But what

appens during phase 2? Should the value of B be increased by
because B is now always reinforced? If so, the overall value

f B would be 2.2 which is greater than the overall value of A.
xtending this reasoning to phases 3 and 4 implies that, by the
nd of training, the order of stimulus values would be precisely
he opposite of that needed to predict TI. The only way to pre-
ict TI with sequential training is to attend only to the phases in
hich the test stimuli, B and D, are non-reinforced (phases 1 and
, respectively): When non-reinforced, B is presented with an
lways reinforced stimulus (A) and D with an overall partially
einforced stimulus (C). But this ignores the sequential char-
cteristic of this training procedure and the question of how to
ustify C as a partially reinforced stimulus in phase 3. A rational
olution is not obvious.

Similar problems arise when we analyze backward sequen-
ial training (Fig. 5, right panel). Here, the test stimuli (B and
) begin by being continuously reinforced and are then shifted

o extinction. In this situation, VTT predicts that the overall
alue for all intermediate stimuli will be the same (2.2 assuming
he same parameters as before). Naturally, no TI should emerge
ith such training but, in fact, it does. To be able to predict TI,
ne must again focus on the phases in which the test stimuli
re non-reinforced. When non-reinforced, B is presented with
n overall partially reinforced stimulus and D with an always
einforced stimulus.4 But here an additional twist is needed:

is non-reinforced when presented with C (phase 2), but, at
hat moment, C has never been non-reinforced and therefore it
unctionally constitutes an always reinforced stimulus (C is non-
einforced only in phase 3 of training). So, in order to consider

a partially reinforced stimulus, the next training phase must
e taken into account which then retroactively reduces the value
lready transferred to B.
Despite these difficulties, some of these ad hoc interpretations
f VTT may, in fact, be plausible (e.g., Colwill and Rescorla,
985a,b, 1990; see suggestions for future research below). A

4 In this regimen, a preference for D over B would be evidence for TI.
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ritical test, though, involves partially reinforcing A (i.e., A±B−)
n forward training or partially reinforcing E (i.e., D−E±) in
ackward training. In such a case, both test stimuli would be
aired with an (overall) partially reinforced stimulus so the value
ransferred to each of them would be the same. Given identical
irect and indirect values, no preference should emerge in the
I tests. Indeed, such a test has been performed using forward
equential training and, contrary to predictions, animals showed
onsistent transitive choices (Steirn and Weaver, 1995; Weaver et
l., 1997, Experiment 1, Group E0). An alternative interpretation
f these results is based on the fact that the non-transitive alter-
ative is actually paired with an always non-reinforced stimulus
hich could, theoretically, detract from its value. If this were the

ase, value transfer could theoretically predict TI even when the
ransitive alternative is paired with a partially reinforced stim-
lus. Weaver et al. (1997) tested this hypothesis and found no
vidence for such negative value transfer (see also Clement et
l., 1998).

VTT also has difficulties explaining why animals can learn
he premises of a circular series. Because all stimuli in such a
eries are partially reinforced overall, their direct value would
e 1 and the indirectly transferred value would be equal for all
timuli (in particular, it would be a + a2 + a3 +. . .). Hence, all
timuli should acquire the same overall value and, therefore, TI
hould not be observed on test trials. And in fact, it’s not. But
TT also predicts that subjects should be unable to learn the
remises, when in fact they do.

In short, value transfer is a real phenomenon (Zentall and
lement, 2001) apparently based on second-order conditioning.
owever, when applied to TI, VTT does not pass some critical

ests and has some obvious problems with sequential training
nd circular series.

.3. Reinforcement-based models

Several stochastic linear operator models have been proposed
o explain TI in non-human animals. In all these models, choice
s assumed to be based on a common judgment scale, with each
lternative representing a point in such a scale. The general
ssumption is that reinforcement and non-reinforcement have
pposite effects on the probability of a subsequent response:
he former increases it and the latter decreases it—an idea that
oes back to Thorndike (1898).

This general assumption can be captured by Reward/Non-
eward ratios. Suppose, for instance that, before testing, we
alculate the number of Rewards (#R) and Non-rewards (#N) for
ach stimulus. Then, the Reward/Non-reward ratio (r = #R/#N)
or each particular stimulus can be used (as an estimate) to
ompare the values of the two test stimuli presented on any
est trial. To obtain a transitive choice, the stimuli must have
ifferent histories of reinforcement and non-reinforcement in
raining (actually, the serial position effect suggests this is the
ase).
This particular approach has already been used by Delius
nd Siemann (1998) to successfully account for von Fersen et
l.’s (1991) results without postulating value transfer. Although
enerally consistent, keep in mind that the models that follow are
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ynamic and, therefore, their predictions do not always match
he ratios’ predictions (for an example, see Lazareva et al., 2004).

I will present the details and predictions of each particular
odel first and, since most models are empirically necessi-

ated adaptations of their predecessors, will then discuss their
trengths and vulnerabilities jointly. I omit the Bush–Mosteller
odel (Bush and Mosteller, 1955) as proposed by Couvillon and
itterman (1992) largely because the Rescorla–Wagner model
nd Wynne’s (1995, 1998) configural model were subsequently
roposed to overcome its limitations.

.3.1. Rescorla–Wagner model
Wagner and Rescorla (1972) suggested that their well-known

lassical conditioning model could be easily applied to instru-
ental situations. To that purpose, the value of a stimulus should

e incremented or decremented by some quantity every time it
s presented; this quantity, in turn, should depend on the differ-
nce between a reinforcer-based asymptote and the combined
alue of the chosen stimulus and the remaining context. What
ollows is an extension of their famous equation, adapted by

ynne (1995) into a model of TI.
Suppose that on a particular trial, stimuli X and Y are pre-

ented, and X is reinforced and Y is not. Suppose also that the
nimal correctly chooses X. Then, according to this model, the
alue of X should be updated according to the following rule:

(X)i+1 = V (X)i + β ∗ (1 − [V (X)i + V (Z)i]) (2)

here V(X)i+1 is the updated value of X after the current trial,
(X)i is the value of X before the current trial, ß is a learning
arameter, V(Z)i includes both the context and any commonali-
ies between the two presented stimuli, and the reinforcer-based
symptote equals 1.

Suppose now that the animal incorrectly chooses Y. Then, the
alue of Y would be updated according to the following rule:

(Y )i+1 = V (Y )i − β ∗ [V (Y )i + V (Z)i] (3)

hus, in any given discrimination problem, the model assumes
he continuous updating of a stimulus’ value and that the animal
hooses the stimulus with the highest relative value according
o Luce’s (1959) ratio rule:

= V (X) + V (Z)

V (X) + V (Y ) + 2V (Z)
(4)

o derive response probabilities, a scaling parameter (α) has to
e added to the rule:

(X|XY ) = 1

1 + e−α(2r−1) (5)

here P(X|XY) is the probability of choosing X when presented
long with Y.

As training proceeds, the value of each stimulus is continu-
usly updated according to Eqs. (2) and (3), the values of the
resented stimuli are compared using Luce’s (1959) rule, and

he stimulus with the highest relative value is chosen. The same
pplies to test trials.

Based purely on its mathematical assumptions, the serial
osition effect is a necessary consequence of this model and,

h
r
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ore specifically, of Luce’s ratio. Because the series’ last stimu-
us is never reinforced, its value will approach zero with training,
hich in turn predicts that the other stimulus in the premise will
e chosen with probability 1. Also, because the first stimulus in
he series is always reinforced, its value will be larger than the
alue of any other stimulus, leading to excellent performance
n the first premise (Wynne, 1995). In a similar vein, the SDE
ffect is a direct consequence of the fact that, after training, dif-
erent stimuli have different and orderable values, which in turn
redicts that the greater the distance between stimuli (and hence
he greater the numerical difference between their values), the
reater the probability of choosing the correct stimuli (for more
etails, see Wynne, 1995). Finally, an important feature of such
model is that the final value of each stimulus critically depends
n the precise sequence of trials and choices during training.

.3.2. Wynne’s configural model
This model, proposed by Wynne (1995, 1998), is largely

ased on the Rescorla–Wagner model, but it makes the additional
ssumption that the stimuli are, to some extent, bound to the
ontext in which they are presented (see Rescorla, 1972, 1973;

hitlow and Wagner, 1972). To clarify, the Rescorla–Wagner
odel assumes that each stimulus is the same independently of

he context in which it is presented (e.g., stimulus B is perceived
s being the same whether it is presented with A or with C);
n the contrary, the configural model assumes, for reasons that
ill become clear in the next section, that each nominal stim-
lus is not functionally the same when presented in different
iscriminations.

Of particular importance is the fact that a model based only
n configural values will not be able to solve any transitive test,
ecause the context at test is unknown (viz., the two test stim-
li were never seen together). Thus, the model retains what
ynne (1995) called the elemental stimulus values from the
escorla–Wagner model and adds configural values weighted
y a new parameter, γ . When this parameter is low, the model
ehaves as the Rescorla–Wagner model but when the value is
igh, the model is able to solve any training pair and loses its
bility to solve any test pairs (Wynne, 1998).

The elemental stimulus values [what we formerly called V(X)
nd V(Y)] are just like in the Rescorla–Wagner model updated on
trial-by-trial basis using Eqs. (2) and (3). The configural values

V(X|XY) and V(Y|XY)] are also updated on a trial-by-trial basis
ccording to the following equations:

(X|XY )i+1 = V (X|XY )i + β ∗ [1 − V (X|XY )i] (6)

(Y |XY )i+1 = V (Y |XY )i − β ∗ V (Y |XY )i (7)

fter reinforced and non-reinforced trials, respectively. Because
he configural values are equal to zero on any test trial, the prob-
bility of choosing a particular stimulus will be given by the
reviously presented Eqs. (4) and (5). During premise training,

owever, choice is determined by the modified Luce’s (1959)
ule:

= V (X) + V (Z) + γV (X|XY )

V (X) + V (Y ) + 2V (Z) + γ[V (X|XY ) + V (Y |XY )]
(8)
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o derive response probabilities, Eq. (5) is used again. For the
ame reasons pointed out for the Rescorla–Wagner model, the
onfigural model predicts both the serial position effect and the
DE. The stimulus values, both elemental and configural, are
lso highly dependent on the exact sequence of trials and choices
uring training.

.3.3. Siemann–Delius (or eta-kappa) model
This model is simply a modification of Luce’s (1959) beta

earning operator. Luce’s model will be introduced first followed
y the eta-kappa (εκ) modification.

Luce’s model proposes that given a simultaneous discrim-
nation X+Y−, each stimulus value updates, on a trial-by-trial
asis, according to Eqs. (9) and (10) after reinforcement and non-
einforcement, respectively. In these equations, β+ is a learning
arameter corresponding to reinforcement and β− is the corre-
ponding parameter for non-reinforcement. Hence, in any given
+Y− discrimination, the probability of choosing X is given
y Eq. (11). With these three equations, the model is able to
imulate individual performances in a TI task.

(X)i+1 = V (X)i + β+V (X)i (9)

(Y )i+1 = V (Y )i − β−V (Y )i (10)

(X|XY ) = V (X)

V (X) + V (Y )
(11)

he model can also be applied to a population of subjects. Sup-
ose that a functionally infinite number of subjects participates
n any given trial. A proportion of these subjects, [P(X|XY)], will
hoose X and the remaining ones, [P(Y|XY) = 1 − P(X|XY)], will
hoose Y. The population average updates are then given by Eqs.
12) and (13).

(X)i+1 = V (X)i + β+V (X)iP(X|XY ) (12)

(Y )i+1 = V (Y )i − β−V (Y )iP(Y |XY ) (13)

his particular instantiation of Luce’s model predicts transitive
erformance on any n-term series task as well as the serial posi-
ion effect and the SDE (Siemann and Delius, 1998). Still, it has
ifficulties dealing with the situations in which, after successful
remise acquisition, the animal fails to behave transitively—the
ransitive choice is a necessary mathematical consequence of
remise acquisition. In fact, as soon as premise performance is
bove 50%, the model predicts transitive choices on any non-
djacent transitive pair. To overcome these difficulties, Delius
nd Siemann (1998; see also Siemann and Delius, 1998) pro-
osed the εκ modification of Luce’s model. As the reader will
otice, the main assumption is common to Wynne’s configural
odel.

Each stimulus is assumed to have not one but two values:

he elemental and the configural value. The elemental values are
pdated according to Eqs. (14) and (15), after reinforcement and
on-reinforcement, respectively. ε is a parameter determining

c
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he weight of the elemental value changes.

(X)i+1 = V (X)i + β+V (X)iP(X|XY )ε (14)

(Y )i+1 = V (Y )i − β−V (Y )iP(Y |XY )ε (15)

ikewise, the configural values are updated according to Eqs.
16) and (17), where κ = 1 − ε.

(X|XY )i+1 = V (X|XY )i + β+V (X|XY )iP(X|XY )κ (16)

(Y |XY )i+1 = V (Y |XY )i − β−V (Y |XY )iP(Y |XY )κ (17)

ust like in the configural model, both elemental and configural
alues are updated on a trial-by-trial basis after each premise
raining trial. The choice probability on each of these trials is
iven by Eq. (18).

(X|XY ) = V (X) ∗ V (X|XY )

V (X) ∗ V (X|XY ) + V (Y ) ∗ V (Y |XY )
(18)

During non-adjacent test trials, however, configural values
re not considered and the choice probability equation reduces
o Eq. (11).

Just like Wynne’s configural model, the εκ model exhibits a
radeoff between premise and test pair accuracy (for an illus-
rative depiction see Siemann and Delius, 1998, Fig. 5). When
= 0, training performance is perfect but no TI is predicted. As ε

ncreases, TI predictions emerge without much deterioration of
remise accuracy. Finally, when ε = 1, the model behaves exactly
ike Luce’s model. This algebraic learning model has also been
ranslated into a neural network model (see Siemann and Delius,
998; for another neural network model, see De Lillo et al.,
001).

.3.4. Evaluating the reinforcement-based models
Both the Rescorla–Wagner and Luce’s model can be con-

idered precursors of the more elaborated and, to some extent,
etter fitting configural and εκ models, respectively. Nonethe-
ess, the Rescorla–Wagner model can still predict practically all
f the signature TI effects.

Wynne (1995) exposed the Rescorla–Wagner model and his
onfigural model to the exact sequence of 27,000 trials reported
n von Fersen et al. (1991). With an intermixed 5-term series
ask (Experiment 1), both models produced a reasonably good
t to the observed premise performance, both before and after an

ntermediate phase of sequential training. When the series was
xtended to seven terms (Experiment 2), the Rescorla–Wagner
odel produced a good fit in the end pair FG but underestimated

remise performance on the remaining ones (in particular, it pre-
icted indifference on CD, DE, and EF). On the other hand, the
onfigural model predicted better performance on the central
airs allowing for a much better fit than the Rescorla–Wagner
odel. Yet, both models correctly predicted the serial posi-

ion effect. The most striking difference between the models
merged, however, when the 7-term series was closed into a cir-

ular series (Experiment 3). Despite the difficulty of this task,
ome of von Fersen et al.’s pigeons were able to perform above
hance in all premises. This particular feature was only captured
y the configural model; the Rescorla–Wagner model predicted
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6-term series task) and the transitive tests can be solved based
solely on elemental values, but that the inner problems require
hippocampus-dependent “conjunctive representations” of the
28 M. Vasconcelos / Behaviour

hance performance on all premises. The models are, nonethe-
ess, very similar: Both produced reasonably good fits to the
igeon data, and also predicted the observed serial position effect
nd the SDE.

In a different experiment, Wynne (1997) used the parameters
hat best fit the results of von Fersen et al. to predict his pigeons’
erformance. Again, he found that both models accurately
ccounted both for training and testing performance, although
he Rescorla–Wagner model produced a better fit overall.

Of particular interest is whether these models accurately pre-
ict transitive performance following sequential training. In fact,
hey do. Wynne (1995, 1998) showed that both models correctly
ccount for the transitive behavior exhibited by Steirn et al.’s
1995) pigeons on the BD test pair, both with forward and back-
ard training. Moreover, these fittings were obtained using the

ame parameter values (α, ß, and γ) used to fit von Fersen et
l.’s (1991) results. Taken together, this seems to suggest that TI
fter intermixed and sequential training are indeed based on the
ame underlying mechanism(s).

Luce’s model has also been used to simulate published human
ata. For example, Siemann and Delius (1993) showed that
he model accurately fits both training and test performances
f human subjects in a 6-term series task using polygons as
timuli. As previously stated, the disadvantage of this model
s that it always predicts TI after the premises are learned—a
rediction that is not always borne out in some animals. The
κ model (as well as Wynne’s configural model), however,
ccommodates this empirical finding by assuming that premise
raining sometimes yields predominantly configural learning
hich should result in non-transitive performance despite accu-

ate premise performance. Additionally, the model also predicts
bove-chance premise performance when a series is closed
nto a loop. In particular, Siemann and Delius (1998) showed
hat the εκ model accounts for the above-chance performance
xhibited by von Fersen et al.’s (1991) pigeons in a circular
eries.

Overall, the models that incorporate both elemental and con-
gural values (viz., the configural and the εκ models) accurately
ccount both for the signature effects of TI in non-human ani-
als and the typical findings with circular series. Still, in some

nstances, their predictions fail to fit the observed preferences
n transitive tests. Lazareva et al. (2004) and Lazareva and
asserman (2006) provided such an example.
Lazareva et al. (2004) trained crows in a 5-term series task

sing ordered or constant post-choice feedback (see Table 1).
fter acquisition, however, instead of immediately proceeding

o testing, Lazareva and colleagues used the Reward/Non-reward
atios to estimate the associative strengths of both B and D.
irds for which the D ratio exceeded the B ratio proceeded to

esting, but birds for which the D ratio was smaller than the B
atio were exposed to massed presentations of the DE premise
what the authors called a reversal phase). The rationale for this
rocedure was as follows: If TI in non-human animals is indeed

property of their reinforcement histories, then by making the
ratio greater than the B ratio the animals should prefer the

nti-transitive alternative (D) during testing (for a similar, but
nsuccessful attempt, see Siemann et al., 1996b). In fact, the

i
f
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onstant feedback group was, on average, indifferent and the
rdered feedback group strongly preferred B. Simulations using
he configural and the εκ models were then run using the exact
equence of trials and choices experienced by each bird. Both
odels provided a very good fit for premise accuracy in both

roups but failed to account for the observed preference for B
ver D in the ordered feedback group. Actually, both models
redicted the mean preference in the transitive BD tests to be at
r below chance for both groups.5

Lazareva and Wasserman (2006) replicated Lazareva et al.’s
2004) experiment with pigeons (see Table 1). The results dif-
ered somewhat from Lazareva et al.’s findings with crows (viz.,
oth the constant and the ordered feedback group behaved tran-
itively), but again both configural-cue models failed to fit the
est results despite accurately fitting premise performance. Post
oc simulations also revealed a rather curious result: The mod-
ls failed to account for the test results only when the entire
equence of events experienced by the birds was entered into the
imulation. When the reversal phase was excluded, the models
ccurately predicted performance on the non-adjacent, transi-
ive and non-transitive test pairs in both groups. Why would this
appen? To understand this, one needs to consider the effects of
he reversal phase on the associative strengths of each stimulus.

Both models assume that the elemental value of each stim-
lus is updated whenever that particular stimulus is presented.
he configural value, on the other hand, is updated only when

he particular stimulus is presented in a particular pair. During
eversal training (massed presentations of pair DE), the elemen-
al value of D increases, whereas the elemental value of B is
eft unchanged. By the end of reversal, the elemental value of

is usually near or actually exceeds the elemental value of B,
nd that is why the models predict indifference or a preference
or D over B. To be able to account for the actual results (B
referred over D), one would need to assume that the reversal
hase leads to a predominantly configural update. The models
ould, then, account for Lazareva et al.’s (2004) and Lazareva

nd Wasserman’s (2006) results because predictions for test per-
ormances are independent of configural values. Of course, why
assive presentations of one training pair would lead to a pre-

ominantly configural update is unspecified, although this is not
novel proposal (e.g., Siemann and Delius, 1998). For instance,

ome findings suggests that animals use configural cues even
hen a task can be solved based solely on individual stimuli

e.g., Alvarado and Rudy, 1992; Wynne, 1996).
Be that as it may, recent neurobiological findings seem to

upport the existence of both elemental and configural values.
ndeed, Frank et al. (2003) using a computational neural net-
ork model of the hippocampus and neocortex (O’Reilly and
udy, 2001) found that the anchor-problems (AB and EF, in a
5 Simulations with modified versions of the configural and the εκ models
ncorporating a value transfer mechanism were also run. Good fits were found
or training accuracy but not for testing.
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airs6 (see also Greene et al., 2006). The model accurately fits
he SDE observed in Van Elzakker et al. (2003) based on learning

echanisms similar to the ones described for the reinforcement-
ased models and a hippocampus-generated blocking effect
Kamin, 1968) that arises from the use of the Rescorla–Wagner
ule in updating synaptic weights (for further details, see Frank
t al., 2003; for another biologically motivated neural network,
ee Levy and Wu, 1997; Wu and Levy, 2001).

The previously mentioned Frank et al.’s (2006) study with a
ransient deactivation of the hippocampus by the drug midazo-
am underscores the importance of both configural and elemental
ues: Consistent with the idea that performance on transitive
ests depends only on elemental values, midazolam improved
ransitive performance despite its detrimental effects on explicit

emory. Moreover, early in training Frank and colleagues found
etter performance on the anchor pairs of the 5-term series task
han on the inner pairs suggesting that the transient deactivation
f the hippocampus hinders the development of configural cues
see also Alvarado and Rudy, 1995). Elemental values and their
ifferentiation, on the other hand, seem to depend on the basal
anglia–dopamine system (Frank et al., 2003; Frank et al., 2004).

In summary, the reinforcement-based models, particularly
he ones including configural cues, are able to account for
ll the TI signature effects in non-human animals: preference
or the transitive alternative, the SDE, and the serial position
ffect. They also accurately fit the above-chance training per-
ormance observed with circular series and are consistent with
ome findings in the neurobiology domain (but see Buckmaster
t al., 2004; Dusek and Eichenbaum, 1997; Eichenbaum, 2000,
004; Wallenstein et al., 1998, for an alternative interpretation
f the hippocampus’ function in TI tasks). For the configural
odel, these predictions hold independently of the intermixed or

equential nature of training and, in some instances, the parame-
ers found with intermixed training accurately predict transitive
erformance with sequential training. The exceptions are the
imulations run by Lazareva et al. (2004) and Lazareva and
asserman (2006). As seen, the models do not cope correctly
ith reversal phases. Perhaps the abovementioned predominant

onfigural updating is able to solve this problem but, at the
oment, this proposal is speculative. Also, from the models’

erspective, it is not entirely clear how or if these post-choice
eedback stimuli should also have associative strengths updated
n a trial-by-trial basis (the fact that the models can predict
he birds’ performance before the reversal phase in Lazareva
nd Wasserman suggests not, but the hypothetical existence of
hese values does not automatically preclude the models from
ontinuing to do so).

.4. Summing up the models
As Killeen (1999) puts it, “models are go-betweens: They
o between the data and our sense of understanding” (p. 276).
hey must predict the data and, at the same time, be conceptually

6 In Frank et al.’s (2003) model, the “conjunctive representations” are suppos-
dly explicit. I am not claiming this is the case in non-human animals.
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oherent and robust. In a sense, modeling is always a tradeoff
etween what must be predicted and what is theoretically plau-
ible: Sometimes accounting for an additional detail in the data
eans another free parameter; sometimes strict theoretical posi-

ions prevent the acceptance of that additional parameter. The
game” must be played without losing contact either with the
ata or with our sense of understanding, to use Killeen’s words.
o all models of TI in non-human animals have this quality?
he answer is “No”.

Different models propose different underpinnings to the TI
bility, from mental lines and logical rules to value transfer and
einforcement-driven mechanisms. Yet, none of them is in per-
ect agreement with the data. As seen, some fail to account for
asic phenomena, some fail critical tests and still others fail less
elevant tests, although all of them make contact, at least to some
xtent, with the most striking features of the data.

The cognitive models have serious difficulties dealing with
equential training and circular series. Also, the way they incor-
orate the serial position effect, the SDE and error in the
ypical TI tests seriously undermines their theoretical robust-
ess. VTT suffers from similar problems: It does not cope
ell with sequential training and with circular series. Also, it

ails critical tests suggested by its own assumptions (namely,
t fails the test of partially reinforcing A in the AB premise).
inally, the reinforcement-based models, particularly the ones

ncluding configural cues, do not cope well with reversal
hases.

Conceding that all models have drawbacks, the question is
hether these drawbacks are of equal relevance. At the top of the
yramid are the three essential effects that must be predicted by
ny model: the serial position effect, the SDE and the transitive
reference. Models failing to predict such effects can be safely
iscarded. Clearly, VTT and all reinforcement-based models are
p to this task but some doubts remain about the cognitive mod-
ls. This fact per se should be sufficient to reject such models.
eft with VTT and the reinforcement-based models, an analy-
is of their predictions for sequential training and circular series
ndoubtedly favors the latter. To sum up, then, reinforcement-
ased models, in particular the configural and the εκ models,
eem to be much more successful in making contact with the
ata.

Still, it is when we look at the models in terms of their plau-
ibility that most fundamental problems arise, in particular for
he cognitive models. As Wynne (1998) puts it, the fundamental
roblem cognitive models face is their own ontological status.
t is simply unclear what such mental representations or logical
ules are and how they are formed.

Models should be about processes, but no processes are spec-
fied in most cognitive models. Somehow, animals end up with
ome set of conveniently ordered logical rules or with some men-
al line that supposedly underlies TI. Some would argue that the
rocess is obviously the experience of reinforcement and non-
einforcement. But if that is the case, why not stop there? Why do

e need to add some set of rules or some mental line (or what-

ver mentalistic paraphernalia)? At the moment we focus our
ttention in the history of reinforcement and non-reinforcement
e eliminate the need for such devices. It is as if we were adding
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nother level of complexity when the previous level already does
he job.

This taste for complexity seems to have arisen from the cog-
itive models’ original purpose—to explain TI in humans. Some
ecent reports suggest, however, that such complexity might
ot even be needed for humans. In particular, successful transi-
ive performance and awareness of the hierarchical relationship
mong the stimuli seem to be dissociable. For example, Greene
t al. (2001) trained two groups of human subjects in a fully non-
erbal 5-term series task. One group of subjects was informed
hat the stimuli could be ordered (the informed group) whereas
he other group was told that they should try to learn the task
y trial-and-error (the uninformed group). When given the BD
est pair, both groups preferred B, although the informed partic-
pants were usually better. Most importantly, in the uninformed
roup, transitive performance did not correlate with awareness
f the hierarchical relationship among the stimuli (as indicated
y a post-experimental questionnaire). Furthermore, in a dif-
erent experiment with only uninformed participants, Greene
nd colleagues interrupted the transitive tests whenever per-
ormance on the BD pairs reached asymptote and assessed
wareness of the hierarchy at that point. The findings were
wofold: First, the awareness levels were reduced compared to
ituations in which testing proceeded without interruption and,
econd, transitive performance was indistinguishable from pre-
ious experiments in which testing was not interrupted. Frank
t al.’s (2006) study with midazolam-induced amnesia in which
nactivation of the hippocampus caused severe explicit memory
eficits but enhanced transitive performance confirmed these
ndings. In short, successful performance does not seem to
epend on explicit knowledge of the underlying hierarchy (see
lso Frank et al., 2005; Greene et al., 2006; Libben and Titone,
008; Siemann and Delius, 1993, 1996). The simple observa-
ion that, under certain circumstances, humans do exhibit TI
ithout conscious awareness of the hierarchy poses difficul-

ies to any model based on logic or mental representations
Martin and Alsop, 2004; Moses et al., 2006; Smith and Squire,
005).

Another way to look at the models is in terms of the mathe-
atical precision of their predictions. Here, indeed, an order can

e found. Cognitive models and VTT make only ordinal predic-
ions. Reinforcement-based models, on the other hand, pinpoint
xact preference values. It should not be taken lightly that the
est-fitting predictions come from these latter models in which
ismatches would certainly be most noticeable.

. Directions for future research

Currently, both empirically and theoretically oriented ques-
ions remain unanswered. For instance, it has been implicitly
ssumed by most researchers that the transitive test after inter-
ixed and sequential training taps the same TI-like ability. This

ssumption is based on the fact that such a test usually yields

imilar preferences. In addition, the ability of reinforcement-
ased, configural-cue models to predict animals’ performance
oth with intermixed and sequential training strengthened the
ssumption.

i
t
a
i

ig. 6. A procedure to study the viability of value transfer with forward sequen-
ial training.

However, of the three signature effects, only the preference
or the transitive alternative has been demonstrated with sequen-
ial training. Although the serial position effect is not expected
o emerge with the sequential regimen due to the ordered nature
f training (but see Benard and Giurfa, 2004), the SDE should
learly be found. This empirical shortcoming could be easily
ddressed by sequentially training animals in a 7-term series
ask and then testing them in a manner that avoids the typical
onfounds found in this type of analysis (see p. 7).

Also, the reinforcement-based models suggest that TI may
e observed at relatively low levels of premise performance pro-
ided the test stimuli have acquired differential value. Despite
his prediction, the relation between baseline (premise) perfor-

ance and TI is not empirically clear given that TI has been
valuated only at steady-state, when animals exhibit asymptotic
evels of premise performance. By inserting infrequent probe tri-
ls during premise training, a clearer depiction of TI acquisition
ould certainly emerge.
Some other questions related to the models of TI in non-

uman animals are unanswered, too. For example, research
uggests that value transfer is a real mechanism that operates
n simultaneous discriminations (e.g., Siemann et al., 1996a;
rcuioli, 2006; Urcuioli and Michalek, 2007; Zentall, 2004;
entall and Sherburne, 1994; Zentall et al., 1996a). But although
alue transfer may not be necessary to produce transitive choices
Steirn et al., 1995), differential value transfer may very well
ontribute to the effect when present (see Lazareva et al., 2004).
owever, its contribution to sequential training is questionable

although open to empirical inquiry).
For example, suppose animals are sequentially trained on

hree simultaneous discriminations (corresponding to forward
equential training in the typical n-term series task). Fig. 6 shows
he details. Consider, first, Group 1. In the first two phases, the
nimal is sequentially trained on two simultaneous discrimina-
ions (PA and AN). This is just a sequential implementation of
he ambiguous-cue problem procedure. P is the positive stimu-
us because it is always reinforced, A is the ambiguous stimulus
ecause it signals reinforcement or non-reinforcement depend-

ng on the other stimulus with which it is presented, and N is
he negative stimulus because it is never reinforced. In phase 3,
new discrimination is trained in which X is reinforced and Y

s not. During testing, non-differentially reinforced N vs. Y test
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ig. 7. A procedure to study the viability of value transfer with backward
equential training.

rials are presented. Group 2 just counterbalances the training
rder.

In the absence of value transfer neither the N nor the Y test
timulus should be preferred, although, in Group 1, animals
ight avoid Y and, in Group 2, animals might avoid N because

hose stimuli were the most recently non-reinforced. On aver-
ge, however, the avoidance-based preferences would cancel
ach other out. But, if both groups exhibit a preference for Y,
his would support a value transfer interpretation. VTT predicts
his outcome if we assume that a stimulus non-reinforced in one
hase of training and reinforced in another phase is, functionally,
partially reinforced stimulus. According to this interpretation,

timulus A in Fig. 6 is a partially reinforced stimulus and so trans-
ers a smaller amount of value to N than X (an always reinforced
timulus) transfers to Y.

A similar experiment could be designed with backward
equential training (see Fig. 7). The only difference here is that
he training order of the PA and AN discriminations is reversed.
gain, in the absence of value transfer, preferences based on the
ost recently avoided stimulus might be observed. However, a

reference for Y in both groups would support value transfer.
gain, one would have to consider A a partially reinforced stim-
lus with the additional assumption that the amount of value that
transfers to N is some proportion of its final overall value and

ot its value when presented with N.
Finally, the ability of the reinforcement-based models to cope

ith reversal phases needs to be clarified, too. Whenever the
on-transitive alternative has a richer reinforcement history than
he transitive one, these models predict (in most cases) an anti-
ransitive preference. Up to now, this prediction has only been
ested with procedures involving post-choice feedback stimuli,
nd the results failed to support it. However, this interpretation
s clouded by the presence of the post-choice stimuli given that
hese models are silent about such stimuli. Thus, it is not clear
hether these stimuli have some value of their own updated on
trial-by-trial basis or whether they influence the value of the
remise stimuli. A less ambiguous test would involve training
nimals in a regular n-term series task (without post-choice feed-

ack stimuli) with a reversal phase prior to testing. The results
f this hypothetical experiment are crucial to evaluate the feasi-
ility of the mechanisms proposed by the reinforcement-based
odels.
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. Concluding remarks

TI has been demonstrated in a variety of different species.
sing series of different lengths, different reinforcement

ontingencies, different sensory modalities, different training
egimens, etc., the published evidence establishes TI in non-
uman animals as a reliable phenomenon. Furthermore, training
nd test data obtained with non-human animals closely paral-
els the typical findings obtained with humans: preference for
he transitive alternative, the serial position effect, and the SDE
although further research is needed on the latter to circumvent
ypical confounds).

To explain TI in non-human animals, psychologists have
ppealed to a variety of concepts and mechanisms. Among
hem are mental lines or spatial representations, propositional
alculus, value transfer, and the history of reinforcement and
on-reinforcement. These models are empirically distinguish-
ble and, in general, conceptually incompatible. Empirically,
hey vary in the range of phenomena for which they account;
onceptually, they vary in the degree of consistency and the
umber of ad hoc elements and mechanisms they must incor-
orate to account for the TI signature effects. Altogether, the
einforcement-based models have stronger empirical support
nd are conceptually much more parsimonious and robust than
he proposed alternatives.

Up to now, the study of TI in non-human animals has relied
lmost exclusively on the n-term series task which allows for
n extremely informative comparative analysis of performance.
onetheless, it is not clear if the mechanisms proposed to explain
I in the n-term series task are applicable to transitive-like
ehavior of animals in complex natural settings (Allen, 2006),
or instance in rank estimation (Cheney and Seyfarth, 1986,
990). One can easily foresee several difficulties. For example,
n an n-term series task, the animal encounters n − 1 pairs (usu-
lly four of five) during training. An animal living in a group

f 50 animals, encounters 1225,

(
50

2

)
, possible pairs if we

nclude its own interactions with the other members and do not
onsider the possibility of alliances. Non-human animals already
ave some difficulties learning the usual four or five premises of
n n-term series task. Moreover, social hierarchies are not static
nd the ability to quickly reorder them would be adaptive (e.g.,
llen, 2006; Seyfarth and Cheney, 2002).
At first glance then, naturalistic instantiations of TI seem less

uited to a reinforcement-based account, although the other pro-
osed theoretical alternatives face similar difficulties. Whether
r not such difficulties will be overtaken remains to be seen.
onetheless, the assumption that TI plays a pivotal role in

uch naturalistic interactions is still questionable. The possi-
ility remains that animals may use some explicit or implicit
tness index which eliminates the need for any inferential
echanism.

For the moment, the available evidence strongly suggests that

I in non-human animals is a property of the animal’s reinforce-
ent history. The burden of proof lies, then, with those who

ssume that animals perform operations akin to propositional
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alculus or that they order premises along some mental line in
ome undefined mental space.

In summary, the TI ability, the serial position effect, and
he SDE should not be taken as prima facie evidence of
omplex seriation processes such as the spatial representa-
ion of premises along an imaginary mental line. Instead, they
hould remind us that apparently complex behavioral patterns
an sometimes arise from associative mechanisms. In keep-
ng with Lloyd Morgan’s canon, simpler mechanisms should
lways be a standard against which competing alternatives are
udged.
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